Auto-tuning OpenACC directives
within the NEK5000 application to fully
exploit GPU architectures
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Applications need to be tuned to get the best performance from a High
Performance Supercomputer. This can be a time-consuming process to do
by hand, with potentially thousands of parameter combinations to explore.
Auto-tuners can speed this process up significantly, but existing methods
are not well suited to HPC applications.
To solve this problem, the CRESTA project
designed a Domain Specific Language (DSL)
for auto-tuning parallel applications. This
was then used to optimise the performance
of NekBone (a standalone benchmark for the
Nek5000 parallel CFD code) on a Cray XC30
system accelerated with Nvidia K20X GPUs.
The results were impressive, giving a 200%
speed-up that consistently outperformed the
best hand-tuning efforts of a domain specialist.
A GPU version of NekBone was developed
using the new OpenACC accelerator directives
that are implemented by the Cray compilers.
OpenACC directives accept a wide variety
of parameters controlling exactly how the
parallelisation is performed, and their settings
can have a significant effect on performance.
NekBone was restructured so that it called
a small number of kernel functions, each of
which could be implemented in OpenACC and
individually auto-tuned using CRESTA’s DSL.
We worked closely with the Cray compiler team
during this phase. For example, we identified
cases where kernels performed very differently
when run in isolation compared to being run in
the main code. The compiler team suggested
additional directives to solve the problem in
the short term while they updated the compiler
based on our test cases.

The NekBone results were very encouraging.
Across a wide range of representative cases,
the auto-tuning increased the performance of
the code by around 200% compared to the
default OpenACC settings. We also compared
to an OpenACC version of NekBone that
was designed and hand-tuned by an expert
developer. For representative problem sizes,
the auto-tuned version always performed
within a few percent of the hand-tuned version,
and outperformed it by over 15% for the largest
systems.
This work has recently been extended to the
full Nek5000 application. Although this is
much more of a challenge for auto-tuning, now
working with 100,000 lines of code compared
to 42,000 for NekBone, the results are very
positive. For example, we see performance
improvements from auto-tuning of around
32% compared to the best hand-tuned
implementation.

The results were impressive,
giving a 200% speed-up that
consistently outperformed
the best hand-tuning efforts
of a domain specialist.
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OpenACC co-design with GROMACS
The porting of Nek5000 to exploit the GPUs on
ORNL’s Cray XK7 Titan system demonstrates
how the OpenACC programming model exploits
system software (compilers and runtime libraries)
to accelerate HPC applications in a productive
and portable manner. With the GROMACS code,
CRESTA sought to complete the co-design loop:
porting key kernels with OpenACC and comparing
their performance with the pre-existing and
highly-optimised CUDA versions. The result was
a surprising success, driving the development of
three significant new OpenACC features in the
Cray Compilation Environment (CCE) that allow
users to: manage register use, access CUDA
functions, and optimise cache configuration. These
new features brought the OpenACC performance
close to that of the high-performance CUDA in
GROMACS but also, with the latest CCE release,
are now benefiting Cray users worldwide.

CRESTA Auto-tuning DSL
The Auto-tuning DSL was developed to enable
application developers to tune many aspects of
applications that have a direct bearing on performance.
This covers: build parameters, algorithm choice, specific
parameters relating to application source (for example
OpenACC directive clauses), and runtime parameters.
The DSL can be used for global tuning configuration
or embedded in application source. Our mockup
auto-tuner was used for this work and it implements
many features of the DSL and is easy to use. It uses
exhaustive search to determine the best run from
the set defined by the tuning parameter values. Of
particular note for the Nek5000 tuning was the feature
to define tuning scenarios which partition the search
space, for example to target different algorithms or
problem size regimes.

Particularly useful for the
Nek5000 tuning was the
feature to define tuning
scenarios which partition
the search space.

